
An Internet local hip hop artist Emcee Elvee takes on a new spotlight with acclaimed record company. 

Elvee (born December 18,), better known as The Ultimate Emcee Elvee is an underground hip hop legend in 

his hometown of Middletown, CT. Elvee embodies a style that he calls mindless. This is based on The 

Ultimate Emcee Elvee being the core of many different styles of rap. His ability to transform himself is 

nothing short of amazing, this is why he is called The Ultimate Emcee Elvee.

Young Elvee grew up in a home filled with culture and the arts. His father was always drawing, painting and 

singing and his mother was a singer as well. El vee recalls her doing dishes and belting out tunes like she was

on stage.

The musician originally from Middletown, CT, has been exposed to many influences (musical and otherwise) 

that have culminated into this project. Taking the work into his own hands, he has played, 

composed/arranged, recorded, produced and designed his masterpieces of music work. With this step into 

the musical world, he is very excited to bring people new colorful, artistic, pieces. His goals for this album 

are to lay the foundation for a respectable name in the world of music and to eventually get fully into video 

production for even more unique and substantial expression.

Elvee's music has been featured online every Sunday, Monday and Tuesday live all-day-long on 

LeafPileRadio.com bringing his message weekly to new fans.

Elvee discovered a gift for writing at the young age of 13. He spent hours with his thoughts and a pen and 

paper. Before long, he began free styling and performing. He had found his niche, and as they say, a star was

born.

A label services company and independent distributor - to empower and to connect with fans across the 

globe with distribution reaching digital and physical retailers worldwide comprised of digital natives 



specializing in marketing, advertising, synch licensing, video monetization, performances is which he seeks.

“Bringing the music strong for so many years with my knowledge, equipment and energy, I feel it is time 

now to highlight my creativity with the best services and manpower to reach a wider global audience.”

From 1990 through 1999 he became very serious and dedicated to developing his craft. He worked with 

several childhood friends, tried different styles and grew lyrically. At this point, people really started to take 

notice of him and his talent.

Elvee is a rapper and sound engineer best known for hits like ' Gubmnt Cheese,' 'I'm a Pimp,' and Grammy-

winning “Six Brothas in a Cadillac” filmed in Middletown, CT. which is based on 6 freestyle rappers run 

into a various bunch of characters while en-route to a battle royal competition. While on their journey they 

come to some serious realizations about their common overuse of the “N” word. Elvee's alias' include: 

pimp juice, L.O.D., street legends and tha trak starz. 

Elvee has worked mainly as a solo artist. His recent collaborations include work with Dinco D of Leaders of 

the New School, otta orda slash MD (also known as The Ultimate Hype Man) and local producers openi and 

DJ NEB of Connect Beats. He made his acting debut alongside Tre Hardson (of Pharcyde) and Wild Child in 

the 2006 movie “6 Brothaz in a Cadillac”. This role showcased his lyrical skills as well as his acting ability. 

He's also made several music videos which display his unique style.

He has performed at many concerts and events throughout CT, NY, MA and NH. His delivery is often 

compared to hip hop greats KRS-ONE and Busta Rhymes. He has a clever wit and is a master at wordplay. He 

often finds inspiration for new songs in most common and everyday things. For example: his song Cereal 

Kila”was created because Elvee was hungry for cereal one day!

Elvee's ultimate goal is to reset the standards of hip hop. To go back to the roots and to get away from the 

cookie cutter, commercialized effect.  He's also very interested in using hip hop as a nucleus to cross culture 

music with interesting and unexpected collaborations. 

In short, The Ultimate Emcee Elvee is the truth!




